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Context
Literature on systems of assessments* emphasizes
both the need for a common theory of learning
and supporting a variety of
intended purposes and uses.
This presentation is aimed at the later, exploring use
and how it connects to the design of assessments.
*I.e., balanced, comprehensive, or next generation assessment systems. See Pellegrino, Chudowsky & Glaser, (2001);
NRC, (2014); Perie, Marion, & Gong; (2009); Darling-Hammond & Pecheone; (2010); Herman, (2010); Herman, (2017).

Some Big Questions
This exploration runs into a number of big
questions along the way, including:
– There are many, many possible uses to be examined.
Do we need to validate them all?
– How can we clearly delimit what is and isn’t a system?
– How can we effectively firewall classroom and
monitoring uses from one another?
– How can good systems designed be scaled?

Who is using these results?

District
To start considering use, we first examine the district
layer, then use this framing to open up discussion on
how we can consider coupling along a number of
dimensions (e.g., modularity, coverage).
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Coupling Across Layers
State
District
Classroom
By doing so we consider coupling more broadly, with a
focus on coupling between district and state levels.
Notes: See Marion (2018) and Chattergoon & Marion (2016) for work on coupling. Also, these aren’t the only levels that 5
could be important, depending on the context.
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Starting within the District Level
• Considering the design of district-level, i.e.,
interim, assessments from the perspective of use.
– I.e., focusing on a single level

• This was the basis for the District Assessment System
Design Toolkit, which attempted to structure the
large number of choices involved in designing or
selecting district assessments.
– Meant to relate the purposes of the assessment with a
number of design choices
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The Core of the Toolkit

Note: this is way too much text to read! If interested, download the toolkit.
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Revisiting the Dimensions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degree of modularity
Depth of coverage
Item/task types
Timing
Control over timing
Control over content
Security

(a few minutes ⇔ all of K-12)
(deep on little ⇔ sample of much)
(selected response ⇔ extended projects)
(before ⇔ during ⇔ after a unit)
(teacher ⇔ state/vendor)
(teacher ⇔ state/vendor)
(regulated ⇔ open)
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Tying TOL and Purpose/Use to Location on
each Dimension
• We think this is possible to do, for example…
• Dimension locations for informing daily instruction
–
–
–
–
–
–

Degree of modularity
Depth of coverage
Item/task types
Timing
Control over timing
Control over content

(a few minutes ⇔ all of K-12)
(deep on little ⇔ sample of much)
(depends on TOL and content covered)
(before ⇔ during ⇔ after a unit)
(teacher ⇔ state/vendor)
(teacher ⇔ state/vendor)
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Lessons Learned
•It is important to clearly define what constitutes a
purpose and what constitutes a use
•It is helpful to define a use as an action taken using
assessment data, where the action is paired with an
object for the action.
•It is helpful to define a purpose as the reason for
taking the action.
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Looming Questions
• How do we make this work tractable, particularly
if we try to address the aforementioned
dimensions at both the state and district levels?
– Is it a matter of working around the state level?

• How can we provide recommendations or
guidance for practice around coupling?
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Supplemental Slides
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A Thought Experiment
What would a “system” that is coherent,
comprehensive and continuous (and also efficient
and utilitarian) across state and district levels look
like?
• How would a theory of learning unify the two
levels? What does this theory need to define?
• Do some uses, and their designs, jeopardize this
theory of learning?
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Designing Across State & District?
State

District

Degree of
modularity
Depth of
coverage
Item/task types
Timing
Control over
timing
Control over
content
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Some Example Designs
• A tightly coupled design: Delaware's NGSS
Assessment System
– Interim: Block design aligned to unit content
– State Summative: A fixed design aligned to a subset of the
domain, but with a focus on transfer

• A more loosely coupled design: Kentucky’s NGSS
Assessment System
– Interim: Modular design (task bank) with tasks aligned to
individual standards, likely at a deep level of complexity,
with reporting requirements
– State Summative: A fixed design broadly aligned to the
standards
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